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Astronauts frequently use a variety of hand tools during space missions, especially
on repair missions. A toolbox is needed to allow storage and retrieval of tools with
minimal di_culty. The toolbox must contain tools during launch, landing, and on-orbit
operations (Bouredl, p. 1). The toolbox will be used in the Shuttle Bay and therefore must
withstatld the hlumrdotui spse,_ environment. The three main ftmctions of the toolbox m
space ave: to protect the tools from the space environment and from damaging one
another, to allow for quick, one-handed access to the tools; and to minimize the heat
transfer between the astronaut's hand and the tools. This proposal explores the primary
design issues associated with the design of the toolbox. Included are the customer and
design specifications, global and refitted fimction ma_-tmes, potable solution principles,
concept variants, and finallydesign recomnmadatiom.
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Scope and Limitations
Background and Clarification of Task
The tool storage device will be located in the Shurtle Bay near the midsection of
the bay as seen in Figure I. The device will attach to the wall by interfacing with the
E_ended Adaptive Payload Carrier (EAPC) through the attachment holes provided
Appendix A gives the dimensions and geometry of the EAPC The tools to be stored in
the device are described in Appendix B.
Figure I. Tool storage device located in the Shuttle bay.
The task is to design • zm'o gravity toolbox which will allow storage m_d retrieval
of tools with minimal number of openltions for the user. Retrieval of tools can only
requite the use of one hand bemme the asmxu_ must seaue himseff'while applying
forces. The toolbox must be designed to mlm_,,i,,,, hem ummfer fi'om an uu'onma's hand,
through the glove, and into the toolbox (Bourell, p. 1).
Tlw problem _ _ two bim_. Fu'I, by refenia8 to the design as a
toolbox the ctmtomw ill _ that • rectansular cova will be used to protect the tools,
but _ of tools can be accomplished by a variety of shapes and materials. The
second bias in tim problml stat_ is the mm_a_on of heat tramfer. The aseromut's
hand will lose _ energy to radiation indepeedem of any objects he/she conta_s. The
themud eneqff lost to the tool storage device E'om the hand is lost throuBh conduction
from the hl_ into the device. Since the scope of this paper is limited to the desisn of the
tool storase device tad not the design of the utronaut's glove, only the heat mmsfer
chm_'teristi_ of the device are relevant. The I_t transfer rel_on governing conductive
losses is given bv
q = q(k, c, o, t)
v_here k is the thermal conductivity of the device, c is the specific heat of the device, _ois
the density of the material, and t is time. To reduce the heat transfer from the astronauts
hand to the tool storage device, any one or a combination of these parameters should be
reduced (Vliet). Material designation will not be made until the embodiment stage of the
design process and is out of the mope of this proposal; therefore, the focus of this
document will be minimizing the time of contact between the device and the user
Design Issues
When considering designs for the tool storage device, there are several issues
which must be addressed. Reducing heat loss from the astronaut's hand may be
accomplished without changing the curr'e_toolstoragedevice.For example, the
materialsof the glove could be chang_:lto reduce conductivelossesbetween theglove
and thedevice. The amount of time spentholdingthe toolismuch greaterthanthe time
the astronautisincontactwiththe device. As a result,changing theconductiveproperties
of thetoolswould reduce heatlossfrom thehand. In general,theheatisalways
transferred from the astronaut to the device. The device exceeding an upper temperature
limit is not a problem (Norrell). The scope of this document does not include the design
of the glove or tools. Because the tools vary in size, all tools may not be secured in the
same manner. For example, clips may have to be provided in a variety of sizes to account •
forthe differencesinthetoolgeometrim. While prinuu'y securingdevicesarechosen for
the concept variants,secondarysecuringdevicemay be necessaryforspecializedtools.
Ergonometric standardssetby NationalAeronmtticsand Space Administration(NASA)
must be accommodated forinthe designofthe toolstoragedevicebecause the device
must be operableby in Im_rommt wem_g an externglmobilityunit(EMU). Because of
thezero_ conditions,frictionisnot actingto keep the astronautinplacewhile
applyinga force.A NASA standardhand hold or footsecuringdevicemust be provided
to anchor the astronautwhile he,lshe_lies forces.
Specifications
The specifications of the zero gravi_ool storage device are fisted in Table 1.
This list incorporates the customer requirements along with specifications introduced by
the design team. The specifications ensure the proper operation of the system. The more
important specifications are discussed.
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1-)mcttonal Requirements
The tool storage device must be mountable to the EAPC Once mounted to the
EAPC, the too[ box will remain in place until the mission is over and the shuttle is back on
Earth There v_ill be no separate carrier for the tools during extended storage or transport
The tools contained in the device must remain securely in place at all times.
In past missions, the astronauts had to manipulate the toolbox to withdraw a tool
Consequently, their hands became very cold which was uncomfortable and often resulted
in a temporary loss of manual dexterity. In order to prevem this problem, the device must
be designed to minimize heat transfer with the astronaut's hand. The expression governing
the amount of heat transfer is a function of time, therefore, reducing the contact time
directly a_fleets the amount of heat transfer.
Geometry
The final design of the tool storage device must be attachable to the EAPC. There
are no total volume restrictions, but the face attached to the EAPC must not exceed 114
cm x 64 cm. (45" x 25"). The maximum volume requirement is 0.75 m 3. This volume
was chosen by approximatingthe depth of thedeviceas thelengthof an average arm, I00
Cm.
Kinematics
Any opening doors curlidsincludedinthedesignmust includ_fri_____ionhlngesfor
zero gravityuse and/magneticli_cksfortemporary closing(Shuttle,,Payload,p. 5-2).
Secure latchesfortakeoffsand landingsmust be provided.The designmust alsoprovide
fora hold-open de,rice,,..
Forces
A device designed for transport to and from _ace must withstand the effects of
significant forca The forces due to the accelerations at launch and landing may reach
values of 12.5 g's (Shuttle Payload, p. 4-1). The structure of the device should be
designed ac.ac.-,?2_ _.uG© ©At,=,,_,_ =_,-,,-,_; _,-,_ =u_
The maximum allowable weight for the devzce _Clu=_,e of tools is 235 pounds.
Furthermore, forces or torques needed to operate the device must conform to
ergonometric requirements established by NASA. Tables containing this information can
be found in pages 4-11 through 4-16 of the "Man System Integration Standards."
If the system requires a pov,er source, this power must be independent from the
pov, er source supplying the space shuttle. The power requirements of the system must be
under 1000 Watts based on the power requirement of similar equipment used in previous
missions (Asker, p.25).
Matertal
When selecting a material for the tool storage device, there are several issues to
consider. Since the toolbox is going to be exposed to the hazards of space while being
used in the Shuttle Bay, the material must be able to resist rapid pressure changes from
atmospheric to vacuum environments. A maximum rate of 9 psi per minute has been
established by NASA (Shuttle, Payload p. 6-1). The material must be able to withstand
repeated impact of micrometeroids which have diameters up to 0.001 mm and move at
speeds as high as 20 kin/see (Benaroya, pp. 6-11). Based on the existing design of the
EMU glove, NASA has established that surface tern .perat___.__L.Q_fo_s coming in contact
with the EMU be between -120 *C axta l t3 _r- _Ad'an System, p. 14-12). In addition, any
material used in the embodiment of this project must conform with NASA's NSBI700.7
MaterialsSpecifications.Radioactiveand toxicmaterialsmust be avoided
(Shuttle:Payload p. 5-1).
Safe v
Since the astronauts will be in close contact with the device, it is imperative there
is no risk ofabruion to the EMU suit. The tool storage device must not have knuded
surfaces nor sharp comers or edges on the external surface (System Dcscnptwn, p.
I 1,2-s).
Ergonomics
Any operation related to the _jstem h_ to be performable by an astronautwearing
art EMU. Extravehiculmr activities (EVA) require a clearmace of 6 cm. around handles
and tools (Man System, page 11-6).
In orderto minimize the contactbetween theastronautand the system,opening
and closing of doors or latches must be a one handed opinion. One handed operation
allows the astronaut to secure himself. Removal and storage of tools must also be a one
handed operation.
Requirements for the dimensions of handles used in EVA's are the same as for
intravehieular activities (IVA). IVA handle dimension are given in the Man System
h_tegratlonStandards,p 11-23 These handles must also be made of a non-slip matenal
to provide a proper grip for the astronaut
.4ssembly
The design of the tool storage device must provide an attachment to the EAPC
The de, ice must be mounted to the EAPC in the middle of the shuttle payload bay tbr the
duration of the flight (Figure 1). The tools must be secure inside the tool storage device
prior to launch to prevent the tools from moving around.
Operation
The tool storage device must be operati_al in the space environment. In low
orbit operations the temperature averages -100 °C, and the pressure is 0.00003*/, of
atmospheric pressure (Bat'tan, p2g). Furthermore, equipment is exposed to direct solar
radiation. This radial-value of 1353 Watts/m 2 ( Incropera, p. 750).
Functional Description
Process Description
A complete process description of the tool storage device involves preparation,
execution, and conclusion phases. Table 2 shows the functions contained in each of these
three phases.
The tool storage device must be prepared for operation. Before the Space Shuttle
launch, the device is assembled, and the standm'd tools are secured in the tool storage
device. Afterassembly iscompleted,the deviceismounted tothe EAPC for storagein
the Shut'de bay. The EAPC is interfaced with the device and mounted in the midsection of
the Shuttle bay. The storsse device must be secured for launch in accordance with NASA
spec/ficatio_ to prcv_ damage to the device and the Shuttle bay. Securing the device
ensures propm" _ of the device during the shuttle mission. When tools are
required for a repair miss/on, the user confrere el_,_gl_IDL_or_e l__eL the energy
source, and the temperature of the device only if the device requires a power source.
Confirming these operations of the device establishes Oat the device is functioning
correctly.
Table "_
Process Description
Preparation
assemble de',lce
place standard tools in
device
mount device to EAPC
mount EAPC to shuttle bay
secure device for launch
check energy storage
check energy source
check device temperature
Execution
interface device with EAPC
mimmize heat transfer
support storage device
measure temperature
store energy
convert energy
If retrieving tool:
indicate position of tool
orient tool for access
expose tool
join tool with hand
If replacing tool:
indicate position of tool
clear path to tool
location
reseeure tool in proper
posiuon
protect tools
Conclusion
secure device for transport
clean device
make required repairs
store for further use
During the execution phase the tool storage device executes different
subfunctiom. Operatiom that occur at all times during the fimcfion of the storage device
are non-unique. These non-tmique functions are minimizing the heat transfer between the
glove and the tool storage device and supporting the structure of the device. The tools
are protected by the external structure of the device to prevent damage to the tools from
the _.ar_. If energy is required, the device will store and convert useful energy
and measure the temperature of the device. In this case, measuring the temlgnature of the
tlevice is a non-unique function. If a tool is to be retrieved, the device indicates the
,osition of the selected tool, orients the tool for access, exposes the tool to the user, and
joins the tool with the hand of the user. Ira tool is to be replaced, the device indicates the
stor,_@epos_t_on or'the tool. clears a path to that posmon, and resecures the tool until the
tool _sreme',ed again
A.fler the execution phase has been completed, the storage de_,ice v,all be secured
in the Shuttle bay for transportation If the de',,ice is utilized again before the mission is
o_,er, some of the preparation phase and all of the execution phase will be repeated If the
rrussion is ending, the device will be secured for landing. After each rrussion, the de',ice
should be cleaned, repaired, and stored for further use.
System Boundaries
Temporal BoundmTes
The temporal boundary of the system encompasses the execution phase of the
process description displayed in Table 2. In addition, measuring the energy storage level
and temperature are functions contained in the system boundary. Al_er the tools are
placed in the device during the preparation phase of the process, the tools remain in the
system boundary unless removed by the astronaut. The renmnmg preparation functions
and the entire conclusion phase are excluded from the system.
Spanai Boundar_es
The physical structure of the tool storage device, the stored tools, the attachments
on the device inch as knobs or leva's, the EAPC, and the EAPC mounting bolts are
included in the spatial boundaries of the _/stem. Spaces created during the use of tim
device are also included. Figure 2 pre_ts m eXpi_a_on of the system bound_'ies. The
astronaut's hand bocomes part ofthe system when • tool is pl_,sically removed or
replaced. Otherwise, the _tronmst is excluded from the spatial boundtries. The decisions
of the as_onaut are made externally and emer the system as signals. The rapport
structure provided to mchor the t_romut is not com, ziz_ in the spatial botmdaties
because rapport mazctura do not aid the primary fimetion of storing tools.
,_NTE_:hC,
_vcrrbl
_, _ . w
Figure 2. Spatial boundaries defined for the tool storage device.
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Function Structure
The black box sho_,n in Figure 3 describes the pnmar? thnct_on or'the zero-gra,.:t_.
tool storage de,,ice The primary function is to store the tools needed for space missions
Ener_" enters the system as human power, cosmic radiation, and conducted heat Energy.
in the form of radiated heat exits the system The materials entering or exJting the s_,stem
are the user's hand and the selected tool. The tool chooce and the decision to remeve or
replace a tool are the signals entering the system, and the exiting signals are the
temperature of the box and the stored energy level.
Radiation
Hand
Tools
I
|
I
DliiAmlmollmmo_
! Temperature,
I EnerlD,Level
|
Figure3. Overall fmmtionstructureforthetoolstoragedevil.
The _ function structure in Fisure 4 shows the subfimctiom of the tool
storage device. The dashed line _ the diagram defines the sy_em boundary.
5rst 6,mctio_ of'the device are m store and otmvert the enersy. 'T'be dashed _
around these subfuz_ons represent that these functions are m_dliary. These auxiliary
functions may or may not be _ to the operation oftbe device. Power
requirements may compScate the system det/lpt and result in an tmsd'e device.
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During the operations of the tool storage de,,ice, the de_,ice will perform several
subfunctions continuously The system minimizes the heat transfer from the user to the
device by minimizing the contact time between the user and the device [f the de, ice uses
an external energy source, the stored energy level and the temperature of the device v_ill
be continuously measured. In addition to the above functions, the system provides
support for the storage device.
The user will make a decision to retrieve a tool or to replace a previously selected
tool. If the signal into the system is to retrieve a tool, the device indicates the position of
the selected tool. Aider the tool location has been established, the device or the user
orients the tool for access. If the tool is in a position to be accessed by the user, a
function to orient the tool for access may share functions with exposing the tool to the
user. Exposing the tool to the user positions the tool to prevent astronaut contact with
the device. The astronaut's hand grips the tool, and the hand joined with the selected tool
exists the system. Ifa signal to replace the tool enters the system, the storage position of
the tool is indicated to the user. The path to the storage location is cleared to remove
obstructions. Once the path is clear, the hand and selected tool enter the system. Them
the tool is resecured in the proper position, and the user's hand leaves the system. The
preceding functions may expose the tools to the environment, therefore, the tools may be
unprotected tempormily. Alter a tool has either exited the system or been resecured in the
system, the tools contained in the device are protected. Power fi'om the user or an outside
source may activate the protective component of the tool storage device.
Solution Principles
From the function structure six critical subfunctions have been identified:
indicatin8 the tool's position, orienting the tool for access, exposing the tool, protecting
the tools, securi_ the tools, and _ heat trm_er. These subfxmctions satisfy the
design requirmnems of the customer. For example, before the astronaut's hand can enter
the system and be joined with the tool, the device must expose the tool to the user. The
following sections summmize the solution principles found for each of the subfimctions
and the relevance of each principle to the design requirmnmm.
Table 3 presents the results of the search for solution principles for each of'the
subfunctions.These solutionprincipleswere createdina br_dn_orming sessionusing
intuitiveand discursivebiases.For example, a rotazingdevicesimilarto a Rolodex was
intuitivelycreatedto storethetoolsand allow retrieval.Using a discursivemethod, this
ideawas slightlyaltered,and conveyor solutionprincipleresulted.Next, the solution
13
Table 3
General Morphological Matrix
Category.
Subfunction
Indicate Tool%
Position
Orient Toot for
Access
Expose Tool
Protect Tool
Secure Toots
Store gurg_
Mimimt_e
Tra_ter
Rotational
Carrousel
Track
Conveyor
Crank
Smooth knob
K_led knob
Roll top
Translational
Spnng System
Magnets
Springs
Jbar
Tblr
U Handle
Open box
-hand
-foot
Tray
EF_ n_hamsm
StationaQ'
Map/chart/label
Tranparency
No ¢.x_nor cover
Window
Manually
No lid
Screen
Incul_tor system
BOx
Tool pouches
Resistant material
Polymers
Mold Pins
Tray Shelves
Bung#¢cords
AdhesWes
Latches Snaps
Ind/vidual pouch
Hooks Magnets
Velcro Clips
Leash Tie down
Min/mize Ung
Ma_r/al
Insulation
Requires Power
Source
Electrom¢
indicator
Audio
Robotic system
Remote control
Ro4_oucarm
Electrical
Battery
Solar
Refrigerant flow
Fired
Rad/at/on
principles for the important subfunctions were analyzed Table 4 is a morphological
matrix which illustrates the solution principles that were analyzed in detail
_;orm_ ?)nerg)'
Storing energy is important to provide necessary power for the device to operate.
Because the use of energy may not be required for the storage device to function, storing
energy is an auxiliary function. Ideally, the tool storage device should not require an
energy source. Battery power, solar energy, radiation other than solar, hydraulic power,
and electrical power are methods to provide energy to the device. NASA uses batteries as
energy sources on the Shuttle.
lndzcating Tool's Position
The design decisions for the tool storage device are based on the specification of
minimizing contact time between the user and the tool storage device. By indicating the
position of the tool before the user makes contact with the device, the retrieval time and
contact time are decreased For this reason, indicating the position of the tool is a critical
subfunction.
Several solution principles for indi_ the tool's position were created. A
window or transparent box would allow the user to see where the tool is located. If a
hard cover does not enclose the tools on all sides, the _m'on_ visually locates the
position of the tool through the opening. Labels and ctuns would also display the
location of each tool. A number pad with designlted number codes for each tool is a type
electronic chart. The user enters the number code and the position of the selected tool is
displayed.
Orienting the Tool for Access
Oriertfin 8 the tool positions the tool for access by the astronaut's 8loved hand.
Clearances around the tool must allow the 8love to encompass the tool. If the tool
storage device orients the tool for access, the user would not have to search for the tool
with his/her band. Since the astronaut will be in an EMU suit, movement and dexterity
are impaired by the gloves. Con._ueafly, the s_l:romlut has difEculty maneuvering the
tools. Orientin8 the tool for access is a critical subfunction because contact time between
the user and the tool storage device is decreased and the required clearances are provided.
The solution principles considered for this subfunction are shown in Table 4. The
conveyor principle originates from a golodex. A Rolodex orients an information card for
access by rotatin8 the card into a position to be read. At a dry cleaning store, a track is
15
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used to orient the dry cleaning for access A lever orients tools for access by tiJtmg the
tool into an upright position and providing enough space tbr the astronaut to grip the toot
Exposing Tool
Exposing the tool is critical to the function of the device because the path to the
tool must be unobstructed to join the tool with the astronaut's hand. If the tool is not
exposed to the user, the contact time is increased to maneuver the tool out of the device
Exposing the tool provides the required clearance to join the astronaut's hand with the
tool Orienting the tool for access and exposing the tool can be combined into one
solution principle that shares both functions.
Jotmng Tool With Hand
Joining the hand with the tool to be removed from the system is the last step in the
process of tool retrieval. One solution principle is for the astronaut's gloved hand to enter
the system and grab the tool. Since the tool must be placed in the hand due .to safety
considerations, other solution principles were not considered. The tool is placed in the
astronaut's hand to decrease the contact time with the system. For example, the tool may
be ejected from the storage device; therefore, the user would not have to enter the system
boundary to retrieve the tool. However, the user should be in position to receive the tool.
Protecting Tools
Protecting the tools is a critical subfunction because the customer requires that the
tools be protected from the extreme environmental conditions of space. These conditions
include cold tempentture extremes _ _-res,.qn'eclumge_ An externalshellcould protect
all ofthe tools at once, or individual cove_ould protect each tool. The external cover
could be a box or a rounded co_. An individmd drawer or pouch can protect an
individmd tool or a group of tools. Mol_ ,-.an also protect the tools.
Secunng Too/J
Securin 8 tools is a critical subfimction. Holding the tools in place prevents tools
from floating away and contacting the device structure. Iftbe tools contact the device,
damage to the device or tools could result. A solution principle can simultaneously
protect and secure the tool. Devices used to secure the tools include tethers and clamps.
Bungee cords tiedowns and leashes are tethering devices while vice grips, spring clips,
and molds are examples, of clamps.
19
_hmmtzmg Heat Transfer
Minimizing heat transfer is an important subfunction since NASA requires that the
too[ storage device prevent heat loss from the hand. Solution principles for minimizing
heat transfer include minimizing contact time, material thermal properties, and
temperature differences between the hand and the device. Since minimizing heat transfer
is a continuous function of the storage device, minimizing heat transfer will be used as a
criteria to judge solutions.
h_terfactng with EAPC
The device must attach to the EAPC for storage in the Shuttle bay. Because
NASA pre designates how the device and EAPC must interface, possible solutions will be
judged on ability to interface with the EAPC.
Design Alternatives
Concept Variants
Solution principles were combined to produce three different concept variants. To
decide which solution principles to combine to form the concept variants, principles that
could share functions and complement each other were chosen. By choosing principles
that could share functions, the concepts requirefewer elements; therefore, the number of
operations performed by the usa" is reduced.
Concept Vari_t 1: Tool Box with Drawers
The first concept vatiant is a square box with drawers that contains tools. The
concept for this design is shown in Figure 5. The box has several drawers stacked one
above the other. The tools are divided and placed in a drawer accordin 8 to space and
clearance requirem_t& Drawers have, one rum_ aloft8 the bottom of the drawer. Each
drawer has a handle that allows the astronaut to open the drawer with one hand.
Inside the drawers, the tools ate secured in moldin_ of each tool while _'tools are
not in use. The mold secures the tools on both ends while allowin 8 open space around the
center oftbe tool for the astronaut to grasp the tool without touchin 8 the box as in Figure
5. The mold material should be able to withstand the extreme environment and not
expand due to temperature changes. Relative thermal expansion coefficients are critical to
ensuring proper tool security. Material properties of the mold are therefore important.
2o
Protective Cov(
!
Security Door
Drawer
Handle
Top view of Drawer
Molds
Figure 5. Concept Vedent Number One.
\lthou_h the drawer concept minimizes the number of elements. Jt has a t'ev,
disad_,antases to other concepts The user has to touch the toolbox when remo_,m_ or
replacing a tool As a result, the contact time or'the user with the box is increased This
concept wastes space because the drawers have to provide the 6 cm clearance around the
tool
Concept Variant 2: Conveyor
The second concept variant utilizes the principle of a conveyor as shown in Figure
6 The tools are located in the device through an open window The window will remain
open until the roll-top secure door is latched for landing The opening serves as a
functional combination of positioning the tool for access and exposin 8 the tool for the
astronaut to grasp. The conveyor will move rotationally by me.am of a crank operated by
the astronaut. This crank will be a removable modular part to minimize the volume during
take off and landing and reduce the likelihood of injury to the EMU.
Window
Front View Side View
F_ure 6. ConceptVuiam 2
The tool storage device will be protected by a hard cover. The cov_ has a
rectangular end for attachment to the EAPC while the protruding end of the container is
an oval shape. The oval shape of the device provides three functions. The volume
occupied by the device is minimized by rounding the end of the contain. Calculations in
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._.ppendix D indicate a volume of 97 meters cubed for a rectangular container whereas the
estimated volume for the rounded container is 84 meters cubed. Furthermore, the
rounded end will eliminate stress concentration points in the container that would
otherv,ise occur in the comers of a rectangular box. Finally, the rounded device v, ill
eliminate sharp edges that could harm the EMU suit. The tools inside the device will be
held securely in place by clips.
The primary concept in this design is the conveyor. As the tools move around the
radial part of the conveyor, the clearance between each tool is expanded to 7.3
centimeters. The conveyor is coupled with the crank because both elements use rotational
movement, The ct_ps attached to the conveyor provide the 6 centimeter clearance on all
sides of the tools as specified by NASA standards. A hard cover is used to protect the
tools and the mechanisms used to rotate the tools. The open window locates the tool's
position and exposes the tool for access; therefore, these functions are combined into one
operation. The roll-top door protects the tools while the device is stowed for transport.
One of the most important advantages of the conveyor system is minimal contact
with the tool storage device without the use of an outside energy source. In the conveyor
system, the only element that the astronaut must contact is the crank to rotate the system.
Other advantages include minimization of volume required to hold the tools and
clearances around each tool that exceed NASA standards.
A disadvantage of the conveyor system is that the time to retrieve and replace
tools is increased due to the slow rotation of the conveyor. [n addition, positioning the
astronaut so that he/she can crank the system and observe the open window
simultaneously could be all,cult. Moving parts may be exposed during operation of the
device because of the open window. Exposed moving parts in the system could harm the
EMU suit or the astronaut.
Concept Varim_ 3: Electronic Tool Storage Device with Robotic Arm
The deqn for the third concept variant is an attempt to fidly automate the process
of retrieving and replacing a tool as illustrated in Figure 7. By =ut'6rr_atmg the process as
much as possible, the device itself will perform all the require¢l subfimctions and the
contact time between the device and the astronaut's hand will be minimized.
The third concept variant includes the use of a computerized mechanism (robotic
arm) that retrieves and replaces the tools. The astronaut selects the desired tool to be
replaced or retrieved by inputting a code into a number pad located on the exterior of the
tool storage device. Each code represents a preprogrammed path the robotic arm follows
to the selected tool. The robotic arm receives the signal and moves in the predetermined
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Power Source
F'_n 7. _ Vw_mt 3.
path to the tool's location, _il_ the tool, and carries the tool to the opmins. The device
opera while tlw robo_ mn is in moti_ in ord_ to d_ta_ the _ time. The
robotic arm will actmd to tim md oftlw dm_ _ to the uuonaut's workspace to
allow the mrmmm to wab tin tool. Tim tools win I_ s_ur_l imide the device with cfips.
The tools ,_il I_ dosdy _lned on the mucio¢ ofthe tool stor_ device's _. The
roboticarm does not requirelarge_ to 8rasp tlwtools;therefore,the_ to
store the tools is minimizmd.
The robo_ annisdrivenbyan_ systmnuainllaDCcurrent(No£ p. SS).
Theelecu'icalsystemisoperstedbytWO. 200 W radio-isotopethznnoelecuicgenerators
(RTO) (Nomdl). The 8mm'_ors also providenoughpowerforthecomputerized
nmnberpadtosendthesignalstotheroboticatrn.
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The solution principles in variant 3 were combined to minimize the amount of
contact time between the astronaut's hand and the device. Cost and complexity of design
issues were not considered. The number pad provides a label to indicate the tool's
position The number pad sends a signal to the robotic arm which is a system of levers
Since the path of the robotic arm includes a rotational movement, the most efficient way
to minimize the volume and protect the device is with a curved shell. In order to expose
the tool, a roll top door is used because it is compatible with the curved surface. The
tools are secured by clips because clips will allow the tools to be stored close together
The primary advantage of concept variant 3 is the minimization of contact time
between the astronaut and the storage device. The only object the astronaut contacts is
the number pad and the outside shell of the device is never touched. The time to retrieve
or replace a tool is minimized because indicating the tool's position, orienting the tool for
access, and exposing the tool are occurring simultaneously. Clearances between tools
required by a robotic arm are small in comparison to those required by an astronaut's
glove. The volume to store tools for the robotic arm concept is reduced.
Concept variant 3 has several disadvantages. For example, the device requires an
external energy source. The power level must he indicated to ensure adequate energy
levels during use. Associated with an external power source is an increase in the number
of components in the design. Increasing the number of elements in the design raises the
amount of maintenance and cost of production. Furthermore, the device requires the use
of sensitive equipment for which proper protection from the harsh environment is
essential. The protective sl_ the container must maintain an interior temperature
range between -L0:C to6OoC-_of, pp. 552-556). The tempm'ature inside the protective
sheU must be monitored and a signal must indicate if the temperature has exceeded the
operational tengauatme range. '
Feasibility
To establish whethe¢ the concepts are feasible, criteria was set to evaluate each
concept. These criteria are: the time the user contacts the device, the volume of the
device so that all tools are contained, and the forces required to operate the tool storage
device. Volume minimization is a customer requirement and is an important geometrical
constraint for two reasons. First, two of the dimensions have already been defined in the
problem statement by the interfacing with the EAPC. The third dimension which extends
out from the payload wall is the variable. The tool storage device must not protrude so as
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to interfere with astronaut's working area. In addition, on Earth the weight of the de_,ice
will create a torque acting to pull the EAPC from the payload wall as seen in Figure 1
The time to operate the storage device is also a customer specification of under 30
seconds. [fthe estimated time to operate the device exceeds this limit, the concept variant
can automatically be eliminated. Due to the limitation of range of motion imposed by the
EMU, there is a loss in dexterity and agility in space. The forces required to operate the
storage device cannot exceed NASA ergonomic specifications of 3 95 Newton-meters of
torque and 156 Newtons for opening drawers (NASA, p. 11-12).
Feasibility Concept Variant 1
The feasibility of the drawer system is evaluated using the predetermined feasibility
criteria. Appendix E contains the calculations of the volumetric requirements. _ The box
would be approximately 0.7 cubic meters. This approximation was made assuming that
the box had four drawers that are 15 centimeters deep to provide the needed clearances
around the tool. Each drawer holds 16 tools. The width is 114.3 cm, the length is 96.5
cm, and the depth is 63.5 cm. Because the estimated volume of the box holds all tools,
the feasibility criteria for the volume and containing all tools is met.
A drawer must require less than !56 Newtons of force exerted by the astronaut to
open or close the drawer. The force applied to open and close a drawer on Earth will
serve as a comparison to the force required in space. The force required in space is less
due to microgravity conditions. If the force required on Earth is less than 156 Newtons,
this concept meets the feasibility criteria. Appendix C shows a rough calculation of the
force required on Earth. _ that each d_ltwer contains 16 tools thor weigh 9
Newtons and the coefficient due friction(t_ is 0.2Jthe force required to open or close the
drawers is 37 Newtons. This required force does not exceed 156 Newtons; therefore, this
concept meets this fem'bility criteria.
The time the utromut is in contact with the storage system must be less than 30
seconds. Seven seconds are required to open the box, retrieve the tool, and close the box.
Appendix C contaim the estimations of the contact time. Since the astronaut will be in
contact with the device for approximately seven seconds, the 30 second time limit is not
exceeded, and the feasibility criteria is met.
Feasibility: Concept Variant 2
Calculations for the conveyor concept variant can be found in Appendix D. The
first calculation made was an estirn_e of the volume required to contain all of the tools.
The volume was estimated using two conveyors in the system. The volume calculated was
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0 7 meters cubed Assuming that the gear ratio used in the device is 2 1, the
approximated length of'the crank needed using the ergonomic limitation of 3 95 Newton-
meters of torque is 25 cm In order to estimate the time required to retrieve a tool,
calculations of radial-velocity v_ere made accordingto the estimated dimensions of the
conveyer The time of complete rotation was then divided by two based on the
assumption that on average, an astronaut will only have to rotate the conveyor half way to
find the tool he/she wants. An additional 3 seconds was added to account for the time to
reach into the box and unclasp the desired tool. The total tool retrieval time is 20
seconds. The time of retrieval, while large in comparison to the first concept variant, is
still under the 30 second limitation.
Feasibility: Concept Variant 3
The first calculation made to determine the feasibility of the robotic arm was the
estimated volume of the tool storage device. The base of the robotic arm is estimated to
be 50 cm by 50 cm by 50 cm, with a robotic arm length of 70 cm. The estimated required
volume of the tool storage device is 0.58 L meters cubed. Calculations for concept variant
3 can be found in Appendix E. This volume includes one side that effectively interfaces
with the EAPC. Next, it was determined if all the tools would fit into the tool storage
device. The robotic arm can grasp a tool with a clearance of only .5 cm (Nor, p. 73).
Under these low clearance conditions, the tools can be clipped to the interior of the device
with the dimensions of 114 cm by 64 crn by 80 cm. The next consideration in the
feasibility study is the amount of force required by the astronaut to operate the device.
Since the device is fully automated, the required force by the astronaut is mj_'__nimize_.-The
only force required by the astronaut is to preu the button i_li¢l[_ 8 which tool is dc_fif_.
This operation requires a force of 2 kilbgram,Cwhich is less than the 12 kilogram forc_that
can be required to push a button (Van Cott, p. 560). Another consideration is the total
time it taku to retrieve or store a tool. The estimated time for the entire process of
retrievin8 or replacin8 the tool is seven seconds as calculated in Appendix E. Contact
time and process time is minimal so the device is feasible. An additional feasibility check
on concept variant 3 was added to ensure safety. This device will require an energy
source. The robotic arm uses approximately 300 Watts of power and 300 Volts (Nof,
p.556) which will produce a current of I ampere, shown in Appendix E. This is a
reasonable amount of current to be produced (Norreil), so the device is feasible.
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Design Decisions
Decision Matrix
The decision matrix is used to compare the three concept _,anants Fb,e categories
were used to evaluate the tool storage device: ergonorrucs, design, tool protection.
geometry, and heat transfer. These categories evolved from the customer requirements
Ergonomics is used to evaluate these concepts because the astronaut's range of motion
available while wearing the EMU is limited. The complexity and cost of the design need
to be evaluated because a design with many components may require more engineering
time and high precision manufacturing processes. Tool protection prevents damage to the
tools from the surrounding environment; hence, the life of the tools may be prolonged.
The geometry of the device affects the amount of workspace available to the astronaut.
As the amount of heat transfer from the astronaut's hand to the device increases, the heat
loss from his hand causes a decrease in dexterity.
In order to determine the weights assignedto eachcriteria, a dominancematrix in
Table 5 was used. Relative weights were established by comparing two categories at a
time and assigning a value of 0 or 1 where 1 represents the dominate c,ttegory. The five
main categories were then subdivided into fourteen specific issues. A dominance matrix
was again used to assign relative weights to the fourteen sabcazegorize. Table 6
illustratesthe mauix application.
Table S
Dolrdnmce _m'ix I
Camlo 
Tool
Prmectioa
X 1
Tool Prolzclioa
1
o X 0
1 1 X
0 1 0
!0 0
0¢0m¢ 
I
I
I
X
I
Heat Tramfct Total
1 4
0 1
! 4
0 [
X 2
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The highest ratings in the dominance matrix were ergonomics and tool protection
Since ergonomics and tool protection are the primary, functional requirements, it is
expected that they would receive a high rating. As ergonomics and tool protection were
compared to the other categories they were found to be dominate in almost every case.
Figure 8 shows the distribution of the weights among the categories and sub-
categories. The value on the left represents the weight assignments within a category
The value on the right is the overall weight of the sub-categories with respect to the total
Evaluation of Concept Variants
Every concept variant was given a score for each of its categories on a scale of 0
to 100. The scoring scale shown in Table 7 was used to evaluate each concept variant
uniformly. A category score was obtained by multiplying the score and the weight. The
overall concept variant score was the sum of the category scores. The overall score was
then a reflectionof the performance of theconcept variantbased scoringineach category
and the category'sweight of importanceto the design.
Table 7
ScoringCriteria
Excellent 100
Very Good 85
Good 70
Avers_e
Poor
Unacceptable
55
40
3O
Table $ contains the justification for the scores for each concept variant. When a
category was quantified, the scores were based on how the concept variants fulfilled the
specifications. When quantification of a category was not possible, as in the case of mass
or cost, the grade was assigned on the basis of how the concept variants compared to each
other. Some categories used calculations to support scoring decisions. For example, an
Table8
Characteristicsof concept variants
Category
Number of Steps
Time to Retrieve
Clearance
Concept Variant
!
5 steps (locate,
open, reach.
release,close)
7 seconds
Wasted space,
Concept Variant
2
3 steps (rotate,
reach, release)
Concept Variant
3
2 steps ( input,
release)
20 seconds 6 seconds
Orientation of No 3" clearance
Safety
Cover Material
Securinl Tools
ExpoaJure
Contact Tune
V_m_m¢
gAPC
Compitibilit7
drawers must be
deep
Sharp comers,
number of steps
Tool well protected,
outside cover and
drawers
Cfil_ molds
Short exlmmre,
only few tools at
the time
.game
_ amaln,
handles
0.75m"3
Direct
rotating belt
providesclearance
at releasepoint
Moving parts
Stress concentration
reduced. Tools
move constlmlly
_es_ clips
pmof_
mechm_ _,_
Comact with cnmk
at &ll tin_
Same
0.70n_3
Avoid extemal parts
nex_ded, robotic arm
retrieves tool
Power needed, high
maintenance
Robotic arm needs
more protection
than tools
HaacU dips
Sensitive equipment
exposed, large
operas
Contact with
mmberpad
Same
Stru,x._ clips,
roboticarmsystem
O.70m"3
Sensitive equipment
approximate volume for each concept was calculated accounting for the size of the tools
and the clearances required for tools access. Simulations pert'ormed on mechanisms v, ith
similar systems provided approximate calculations to score the concepts. To estimate the
time to open a drawer, an experiment was conducted to measure the time required to open
a drawer in a kitchen. Numerical calculations are presented in Appendices C, D, and E,
while the thought processes for certain categories is presented below
Time to retrieve or return tO(;;)l_. The estimated time to retrieve a tool for concept
variants I and 3 is 7 seconds. Since NASA has established a maximum retrieval time of
30 seconds, these two concept variants are rated very well. The rotating conveyor takes a
longer time to retrieve tools because the astronaut must rotate the tools around the
circumference of the conveyor and was given a rating of 70.
Clearance. Concept variant3 has an advantage over theotherconcept variants
because a clearanceof only0.5 cm isrequiredforthe roboticarm to retrieveand return
tools. For thisreasonconcept variant3 isratedexcellent.The drawer arrangementis
rated as average because the tools must be raised from the bottom of the drawers 6 cm to
comply with NASA standards for clearance. The conveyor system is rated as very good
since the clearance needed is provided as the tools pass over the end radius of the
conveyor belt.
ExteriorMaterial. The requirementsforthe external material of each device is
different due to the varyin 8 sensitivity of internal pans. For example, concept variant 3
has much more rigorous requiremm_ than the toolbox design because the robotic arm has
more sensitive equipment.
Exposure to Enviromnent. The drawer system rating is excellent in this category
The tools are exposed to the mvironment only when a drawer is open. In _dition, few
toolsare exposed to the environment atone time. The conveyor system isratedgood
sincesome of thetoolsare alwaysexposed due to theopening..The roboticarm system
has an average rang beemtw the robotic arm is exposed when the door opens to expose
the tool to the user.
Contact Time. The robotic arm is considered excellent with respect to contact
time. The only time the astronaut contacts the system is when the user enters the code on
the number pad. The drawers are considered very good because the astronaut only
touches the system to open and close the drawers. Finally, the conveyor system rates
good because operation of the crank requires the astronaut's contact..
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Mass Sinceconceptvariant3 includes a power source and the robotic arm, this
system has the most components and therefore the largest mass. The other two systems
have similar masses. The drawer arrangement has a slightly lower score because the
toolbox requires material for the protective shell and the molding in the drawers On the
other hand, the conveyor only requires materials for the external covering and the rotating
belt.
Complexiw. In this category the highest score was assigned to the toolbox
because the device operates in one plane of transitional motion and has the lowest
expected maintenance requirements. It is sufficient to design one drawer to get a design
for the entire device. As a result, this device is rated as excellent. The rotating conveyor
is considered very good. The conveyor requires gem's to create mechanical advantages.
Finally, the automatic: system is rated poor. The design of this device involves electromcs,-
development of supponin 8 soft'ware, and introduction of a power source. These factors
make the design of the concept variant complex.
Evaluation and Recommendatioas
The results of the evaluation for each concept variant is presented in Table 9. The
total score for the drawer system is S7, the score for the conveyor system is 84.5, and the
score for the electronic system is 72. The margin of error for this matrix is _+5. If one or
more of the constraints are relaxed, th_ scores may c_s, these results are not
absolute. Because two of'the scores are within a margin of error of one another, we
recommend that the drawer arrangem_t and the conveyor be taken into the next steps of
the design process. At this point, the best concept is not clear. Further analysis of the
components of each design will provide more data to select the best concept.
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Conclusions and Future Work
Hand tools are important to the success of space flight, particularly on recent
mission which have aimed at repairing existing equipment In EVA, heat transfer between
astronauts and objects they contact is a major design issue due to the extremely cold
temperatures Limitation of astronaut-equipment contact is beneficial to the astronaut's
comfort and dexterity The design of a zero gravity tool storage device for the Shuttle bay
must accomplish three main functions: securing the tools in position, protecting the tools
from the space environment, and minimizing the contact time between the astronaut and
the device. This proposal highlighted customer and design specifications to be considered
for the space mission, a functional description of the processes of the tool storage device,
possible solution principles for the most important subfunctions, and three concept
variants. The final section of the proposal tests the three concept variants for feasibility
and evaluates them based on a decision matrix.
Two of the proposed concept variants resulted in acceptable scores within
uncertainty of one another in the decision matrix. It is recommended that both concept
variants be taken through the embodiment stage of design until one variant illustrates
superior characteristics. Deciding factors in the embodiment design might be deduced
from the material constraints. For example, in order to make the tool storage device large
enough to hold the tools and with adequate strength properties, the design might exceed
the 1045 Newtons weight limit. The drawer design includes moldings constructed of a
nighlgeqastic polymc¢. Obtaining a polymer which does not allow gases to escape in the
near-vacuum conditions of space could be impossible, in which case alternatives such as
clips would have to be explored. Substamial differences in cost could also indicate a
preferable concept variam. The cost of materials to meet the required structural
constraints could limit the production of one variant. The cost of manufacturing the
device could also bz • ¢oncecn. Intricate moldings found in the drawer design will likely
require • machining proctm which it the most expensive manufacturing method.
Many detail_ design issues have not been addressed in the scope of this paper but
can atthi_-_ identified.For example, stopsto limitmotion shouldbe incorporated
inboth designs. Since thereareno opposing gravitationalforcesacting to stop motion,
inertial forces become an important design issue in space. Handles and foot rests will also
need to be includedin the final embodiment design.
In this preliminary analysis, concept variants one and two were deemed acceptable
accordingto our criteria,In reaaty,tl_,sec_o_ceptsmay not be practic_aolutionstothe
problem. Because this analysis was I_'ted to three concept va_ants,\other possible
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solutions were unable to be explored. After further exploration of possible solutions, the
best solution can be determined
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Dimensions of the E.-_PC
F
A-I
-_ppendix B
Tool List
C_,¢ril_on
5/18 inch ric_oclhex r...aq_re tool. 10 3 ,n
5/t6 inch wobble hex capture toot. 10 3 in
5/15 inch wobl=le =locket. non-capture. 7.3 m.
5/16 inch wol:_=llelocket non-(:lptu ,m. 10.3 in.
7116 inch and 1/2 inch I:x_ end wrenc_
7/16 inch open end r_ng _nch
7116 inch rigid hex ¢lf_ro tool, 10.3 in.
7/15 inch wobble hq= ¢apturo tool. 10.3 in.
w_ french hook=
Coa= ¢onnecl=r tool,
Coax ¢onneclor tool, h_w_t shoulder
I
Coax connec_r tool round
O..cn_necm_' mam mog
Elec='ic mnnecmr pin =a"mghtner mu_,-_m
Quz_nt_t_
O-oonnecmr demWl tool, mc_ml
D._nocmr d,_rnal tool. inSm_
3/8 im_ drMl mcll¢l_ mll_
M_h_ _nl_.. EVA
Shrouded lilac K_m_Imor, 4.8 in.
Shrouded _ _=mwdm_r. 11.6in.
Shrouded r_id _rm_l_w, 3.8 in.
sh.r md==rigidK=,'wdmw.0.Sin.
7/18 in_ _ amcJa, ncm-cml_um. 3.0 in.
7/18 inch _ wdmt _. 7.3 in.
7/11t ineh Im=lwt vldqll3 ie=ll alltion
7n B in_a _ v_ll B in_ _
7/111 igmhIoekll wilt 18 il_l_ a_llmiolt
?/1Q i_d_ l_:ll vd_h 24 inch _
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Appendiz C
Calculations for Tool Box Concept Variant
The volume of the box is calculated using:
V =lxwxd
where V ts the volume of the box, I is the length of the box, w is the width of the box. and
d is the depth of the box. Assuming the box has four drawers with 15 centimeter depth
each and drawers containing about 16 tools each, the volume ts appro.,_mateb, 0.7 cubic
meters.
d
i i
W
The time the uxr is in ¢,¢ml_t with the box is eaimated by the time it _ m _
the drawer, remove the tool, and dine the box. The uaer will take approximately 7,
ux, onds to _ there ta_. Foer xcaads are allmted to olma md time the box, and
three mcends Ke ailmed to remove the tool frcma the box. Tim mun'em_ wu
The folr,_ reqw_ to ira0 tho draw_ opea m Ea¢lh m i_limaled rainS:
F " Ff- jz z N -- kLz'-W-
where F is the force _ m o_n _ box, Ffis the foe_ d_ to f_i_x_ _ is the
_e_-m ofki_._ f_ _ iJ_ _ forv.,_ w i, _ wa_ of_ drawer
Ff
Fpr
= 0.2
C-!
.Appendix D
Calculations for Concept Variant 2
Computations of the solume were made by assuming a two-conveyor system _ith
32 tools on each conveyor Assuming all of the tools are included with 2 25" clearances.
approximate dimensions of the conveyor are below
_'_ 74.1 cm
38.1 m I g.os cm_._ D
Usin 8 these dime_om, the tools will be 6 cm apart. As the tools pass over the
radial end oftbe conveyor, they will be located at intervals of 18 ° increasm8 the distance
between tools to 7 3 crn. Trisonometry used in the calculation can be seen below
O-18 m
Y
sinO ---
R
The total estimated volume of the device is. 84 meters cubed.
The time to ope_e the _ wu esdmm_ by umuning a linem"vdo_ty of 4
inches/second or 10.2 ran/second amd dividiml;bythepm_mm'oftbe_nveyor. This
number was thin divided by 2 to take imto acmtmt that the _ will not have to
make a complete revolutionofthe muveyor every timehe/she_ a tool.Four
Nconds wese aho added forthe timeto 8raap and undan_ the tool.The fu_ time
calculatedwas 20
Fore calculafiomweremadeu_qli_ An erSommi¢
apedflcatioaof3S _ or 3.9S Newton-meters was used and thelensthof the
required crmk for _ w_ thin _ for _. To do ao,thefollowin8
equations_ tmd:
w - VflL where w is tkeqttency, V is linear velocity, and R is the radim ofthe end.
*gear rmio of 2 was asmn_
T = L'F, where T is torque, L is the lensthomd'F is the force.
The rmultin8 lenlph of'the crank is I0 ¢m, which can be considered a reasonable
length.
_ppendix E
Calculltions for Concept Variant 3
Volume V = length * width " height
Base of robotic arm 050mx05mx05m
Base of device that interfaces with EAPC I 143 m x 635 m
Area required to secure all tools 9920 mz
Height of device: 8 m
Neglect curved end for these simple calculations
Total Volume: V = ! 143 m * 635 m* .8 m = 6 m j
Current Needed: I = P/V
The device will use 300 volts
The device will use 300 warts
Current: I = 300 wartrd300 volts = 1.0 ampere
Time it takes to Retrieve or Rephw, e a Tool:
Travel 0.70 m : time = .75 se¢
Op_C,n'_p: time = .36 se¢
Rotate 120°: time = 4.6 se¢
Roll top door opens and closes ffmult, meous_
Total Time: 6 seconds
(Source:N_', PIP552-5_)
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